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Abstract

This paper investigates methods for comparing datasets produced by comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC× GC). Chemical
comparisons are useful for process monitoring, sample classification or identification, correlative determinations, and other important tasks.
GC× GC is a powerful new technology for chemical analysis, but methods for comparative visualization must address challenges posed by GC× GC
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ata: inconsistency and complexity. The approach extends conventional techniques for image comparison by utilizing specific chara
C× GC data and developing new methods for comparative visualization and analysis. The paper describes techniques that regist
C× GC datasets to remove retention-time variations; normalize intensities to remove sample amount variations; compute differenc

egions to remove slight misregistrations and differences in peak shapes; employ color (hue), intensity, and saturation to simultaneouze
ifferences and values; and use tools for masking, three-dimensional visualization, and tabular presentation with controls for graphicahts

o significantly improve comparative analysis of GC× GC datasets. Experimental results indicate that the comparative methods preserve c
nformation and support qualitative and quantitative analyses.
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. Introduction

This paper investigates methods for comparing datasets pro-
uced by comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography
GC× GC). Chemical comparisons are useful for process mon-
toring, sample classification or identification, correlative deter-

inations, and other important tasks. GC× GC [1] is a power-
ul new chemical separation technology that provides signif-
cant advantages over traditional GC: an order-of-magnitude
ncrease in chemical separation capacity, higher-dimensional
hemical ordering, and a significant increase in signal-to-noise
atio. GC× GC has important potential uses for comparative
hemical analysis, for example:

comparing manufactured products with standards for quality
control[2];

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 402 472 5007; fax: +1 402 472 7767.
E-mail address: reich@cse.unl.edu (S.E. Reichenbach).

• monitoring actual or potential pollution sites for environm
tal changes[3];

• surveying crime scenes for chemical “fingerprints”[4]; and
• assaying classes of tissue samples for biomarker disc

[5].

The lack of software for GC× GC data and information pr
cessing has been a significant impediment to the adopti
GC× GC for routine applications, but that problem is beginn
to be addressed by recent availability of software specificall
GC× GC [6].

This paper addresses two challenges for computer-b
comparative visualization and analysis of GC× GC datasets
data inconsistency and complexity. First, GC× GC datasets ex
hibit inconsistencies in sample amounts, peak retention t
and peak shapes that are caused by uncontrolled chro
graphic variations and which are not related chemical differe
in the samples. If these incidental variations are not rem
from the comparison, they can confound and obscure a
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Fig. 1. Analyzed chromatographic image for comparison.

chemical differences. Second, even if incidental inconsistencies
are removed, the chemical comparisons typically are complex
and difficult to visualize and report. In particular, GC× GC data
may contain thousands of peaks in complex multi-dimensional
patterns related to chemical structure. Moreover, different com-
parative aspects, such as absolute differences or relative differ-
ences, may be more or less important for different chemicals
and for different applications. Presenting complex comparisons
of complex data on a computer monitor or printed page is chal-
lenging.

The approach in this paper is to extend conventional tech-
niques for image comparison by utilizing specific characteristics
of GC× GC data and developing new methods for comparative
visualization and analysis. GC× GC data can be represented,
visualized, and processed as an image, e.g.,a[m, n] wherea is
the analyzed chromatogram with pixels indexed by first-column
retention-timem (increasing left-to-right) and second-column
retention-timen (increasing bottom-to-top). As inFig. 1, each
resolved compound produces a small two-dimensional peak wit
pixel values (or intensities) that are larger than the background
values and can be visually distinguished through pseudo-colo
mapping of the pixel values. Then, two GC× GC datasets can
be compared by simple techniques, such as side-by-side com
parison or flicker (i.e., alternating) between images[7], or by
digital image processing methods, such as creating a differenc
image (by subtraction) or addition image (by addition in differ-
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as theanalyzed image, is compared to another image, referred to
as thereference image. Prior to comparison, each GC× GC im-
age is processed separately to correct acquisition artifacts (e.g.,
background removal[11]) and to detect and quantify chemical
peaks[6], steps that can be performed by GC× GC software
in a few seconds. Then, two additional data processing steps—
registration and normalization—are performed on the reference
image to remove incidental differences with the analyzed image.
Section2.1describes the process of registering the reference im-
age with the analyzed image so that the retention times of peaks
in the reference image align with the retention times of the cor-
responding peaks in the analyzed image. Section2.2 describes
value (or intensity) scaling to normalize the response (i.e., total
peak intensity) for quantitative standard(s) in the reference im-
age to the response for standard(s) in the analyzed image. These
two steps are critical for suppressing incidental variations and
emphasizing only real chemical differences.

2.1. Registration

Registration transforms the reference image so that when it
is overlaid on the analyzed image, the retention times of the
corresponding peaks are aligned. Registration consists of two
steps: (1) determine a transformation of the reference image to
remove differences in retention times and (2) resample the trans-
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nt colors)[8–10]. The pixel values also can be interpreted
levation, generating a three-dimensional surface which c
rojected to two dimensions for visualization.

The methods developed in Section2 use GC× GC metadata
uch as peak identifications and quantifications, toregister (i.e.,
lign) retention times between two data sets (correcting fo
idental variations of retention times) and tonormalize values
etween two data sets (correcting for incidental differenc
ample amounts). Section3 develops a newcolorized difference
ethod to visually emphasize the remaining differences a
ewfuzzy difference method that can be used to suppress v

ions of peak shape in order to highlight differences in chem
omposition. Section4describes an interactive peak compar
able that provides analysts with quantitative data and cont
eak-oriented graphical overlays and an interactive environ

or three-dimensional viewing that enables analysts to com
omparison methods using elevation. Section5 examines issue
or further research and development.

. Data processing

This paper considers comparisons between two GC× GC
mages—the dataset currently selected for analysis, refer
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ormed reference image at the pixel locations of the anal
mage.

Various two-dimensional geometric transformations h
een used for digital image processing[12]. Affine transforma

ion has been shown to effectively remove retention varia
elated to chromatographic parameters[13]. The transforme
wo-dimensional retention times (xt, yt) are computed from th
eference image retention times (xr, yr) as:

xt
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]
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]
+
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]
, (1)

herea–f are the parameters of affine transformation.
The parameters of affine transformation can be fit to m

ize the mean-square difference between the transforme
ention times of a set of peaks in the reference image an
etention times of the corresponding peaks in the analyze
ge. Only three pairs of non-colinear corresponding peak
equired to determine an affine transformation, but autom
attern matching can be used to establish many correspond
ven for peaks whose chemical identity has not yet bee
ablished[14]. For GC× GC–MS, mass spectral matching c
e used in conjunction with pattern matching[15] to establish
eak correspondences. The task of identifying peaks by ch
al names can be performed prior to comparative analysis
n the template used for pattern matching) or it can be perfo
fter comparative analysis (e.g., on peaks that differ in the
amples).

Let B be the set of (at least three) corresponding peakbi,
uch that each peak is present in both the analyzed and ref
mages with retention times (xa(bi), ya(bi)) and (xr(bi), yr(bi)),
espectively. Then, the parameters of the transformation a
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to minimize:

E = 1

|B|
∑
bi∈B

√
(xa(bi) − xt(bi))2 + (ya(bi) − yt(bi))2. (2)

Registration could be made more precise by using locally adap-
tive transformations rather than a global transformation, but lo-
cally adaptive registration is more sensitive to errors.

One possible problem is that mismatched pairs of peaks can
reduce the accuracy of the transformation. To avoid this, after
the first transformation is computed from the set of all corre-
sponding peaks, the peaks for which the transformed retention
times differ most from the corresponding-peak retention times
in the analyzed image are removed from the peak setB and the
least-squares fit is recomputed on the remaining peaks. Observa-
tions suggest that removing the 25% of peak pairs with the largest
differences effectively removes mismatched pairs. At least three
non-colinear points must be retained in the peak set to uniquely
determine the optimal affine transformation. Experimental re-
sults, presented in Section3, indicate that this registration pro-
cess accurately aligns even peak pairs which are not in the peak
setB used to optimize the transformation.

The reference image is then transformed, interpolated, and
resampled at the pixel locations of the analyzed image. Interpo-
lating by convolution yields the transformed imaget:
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Just as for registration, mismatched pairs of peaks can reduce
the accuracy of normalization. The same method for avoiding
registration errors can be used to avoid normalization errors.
The scale factor is first computed for all quantitative standards.
Then, the scale factor is applied to the individual volumes of the
quantitative peaks in the reference image. The 25% of quanti-
tative standards with the greatest difference magnitude between
the scaled reference volume and the analyzed volume are re-
moved from the set of quantitative standards and the scale factor
is recomputed. Experimental results, presented in Section3, in-
dicate that this scaling allows direct qualitative and quantitative
comparisons of corresponding peaks.

The scale factor is applied to each pixel of the transformed
reference image:

s[m, n] = F · t[m, n] (5)

The transformed and scaled reference images now can be com-
pared to the analyzed imagea.

3. Image-based comparison methods

This section illustrates several image-based comparison
methods using two GC× GC datasets of calibration samples
for the ASTM D5580 method[18] (provided by Zoex Corpora-
tion). Each calibration sample contained five chemicals, listed
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r[m , n ]f (xr − m , yr − n ), (3)

herer is the reference image andf is the interpolation function
ilinear interpolation is a simple, yet effective two-dimensio

nterpolator[16].

.2. Normalization

For two runs (even from the same sample), slightly dif
nt sample amounts are introduced and so produce differe
ponses. Differences in GC× GC images due to variable sam
mounts must be corrected so that they are not mistaken a

erences in concentrations.
GCxGC intensities are relatively linear with respect

mount, so normalization can be implemented by multip
ive scaling. The scale factor is set to equalize the respon
he analyzed and reference images to one or more quant
tandards which are taken to have the same concentrati
oth samples. For example, in analyzing chemical changes

ime at the site an oil spill, Nelson et al.[17] used hopane fo
uantitative normalization because it is relatively persistent

he observation period.
At least one peak is required as a quantitative standa

ormalize relative amounts. Given a setS with correspondin
eak(s)bi, whereVa(bi) is the detected volume (total peak
ponse) in the analyzed image andVr(bi) is the detected volum

n the reference image, the normalization scale factor is
uted as:

=
∑

bi∈S Va(bi)∑
bi∈S Vr(bi)

. (4)
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n Table 1, in differing amounts, to provide a range for calib
ion, and an internal standard, 2-hexanone. As shown inTable 1,
oluene had the largest relative amount in the analyzed sa
nd ethylbenzene had the largest relative amount in the refe
ample. Two chemicals (toluene and orthoxylene) were pr
n larger relative amounts in the analyzed sample than in th
rence sample and three chemicals (benzene, ethylbenze
,2,4-trimethylbenzene) were present in smaller amounts
nalyzed sample than in the reference sample. The expect
tive differences express the differences relative to the am
nd are computed as:

xpected relative difference(i) = Aa(i)/Aa(s) − Ar(i)/Ar(s)

Aa(i)/Aa(s) + Ar(i)/Ar(s)

(6)

hereAa(i) andAr(i) are the amounts of chemicali in the ana
yzed and reference samples, respectively, andAa(s) andAr(s)
re the amounts of the internal standards in the analyzed and re
rence samples, respectively. The relative difference is bou
y −1.0 and 1.0. The observed relative differences and rel
rrors inTable 1are discussed in Section4.2. The subimage o

he analyzed image used for visualization is shown inFig. 1. For
he visualization examples in this section, the images were
stered using only toluene, 2-hexanone, and ethylbenzen
ere normalized using the responses to 2-hexanone.

.1. Grayscale difference

A popular method for comparing two images is to form
ifference image by subtracting the individual pixel values of o
mage from the corresponding pixel values of the other im
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Table 1
Calibration sample chemicals: relative amounts, expected relative differences, observed relative differences, and relative error

Chemical Analyzed relative
amount

Reference relative
amount

Expected relative
difference

Observed relative
difference

Relative error
(%)

Benzene 0.090 4.399 −0.9599 −0.9602 −0.03
Toluene 13.500 0.879 0.8777 0.8761 −0.17
Ethylbenzene 0.450 8.798 −0.9027 −0.9011 0.15
Orthoxylene 0.900 0.439 0.3444 0.3449 0.05
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 0.900 2.209 −0.4211 −0.4191 0.20

[8]. The comparison techniques developed in this paper extend
the difference image method.

In these comparisons, the reference image is subtracted from
the analyzed image, so a positive difference indicates that the
analyzed image has a larger pixel value and a negative differ-
ence indicates that the reference image has a larger pixel value.
The difference image can be displayed with a grayscale so that
medium gray represents zero difference, brighter values repre-
sent positive differences, and darker values represent negative
differences. The larger the magnitude of the difference, the closer
the displayed pixel is to white or black. A logarithmic scale can
be used to better highlight differences with smaller magnitudes,
but the same scale factor is used for both positive and negative
values.

The example grayscale difference image is shown inFig. 2.
Visually, the peaks for benzene (left edge), ethylbenzene (cen-
ter), and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (right edge) are dark, indicat-
ing the analyzed sample has smaller amounts than the reference
sample (relative to 2-hexanone). Note that the peaks which were
not used for registration, benzene and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene,
are aligned well, even though they are on the periphery of the
subregion. The magnitudes of the differences are discernible:
the peak for ethylbenzene is darker than the peak for 1,2,4-
trimethylbenzene, illustrating that the difference in amounts be-
tween the analyzed and reference image is greater for ethylben-
zene than for 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene. The peaks for toluene and
orthoxylene are mostly bright, indicating that the analyzed sam
ple has larger relative amounts than the reference image. Her
too, the larger magnitude of the difference for toluene than for
orthoxylene can be seen in the brighter peak. However, ther
are small dark regions on these bright peaks. This is true fo
toluene, even though the peaks for toluene in the two images ar
precisely aligned (because toluene was one of only three peak
used for registration). The presence of both bright and dark in
these peaks is due to slightly different peak shapes in the two im
ages. The peak for 2-hexanone has both bright and dark region
so the relative amounts are not made clear by this visualization

The grayscale difference method does an adequate job o
showing the differences between the two images, but the relativ

Fig. 2. Grayscale difference image.

context of those differences is lost because the magnitudes of
the values in the comparison images are not represented in the
output image (only the differences). For example, the grayscale
difference does not show that the amounts of orthoxylene in
the samples are relatively small, only that the difference in the
amounts between the two samples is small. Another problem is
the adjacent bright and dark areas in a single peak (especially
for 2-hexanone). These adjacent areas with opposite colors are
due to slight misregistration or slight peak shape differences.

3.2. Colorized difference

In order to make the differences between the analyzed and
reference images more apparent and to retain some context for
those differences, the traditional grayscale difference method
is modified to color code the differences and incorporate the
comparison image pixel intensities. First, the difference image
is computed, just as it is for the grayscale difference method.
Then, for display, the difference image is converted into a 24-bit
color image (three separate bands of 8-bit integers). The color is
computed in Hue-Intensity-Saturation (HIS) space[19]. The hue
component of each pixel is set to pure green if the analyzed pixel
value is larger or pure red if the reference pixel value is larger.
The intensity component of each pixel is the maximum of the
analyzed and reference pixel values, scaled to fit into the 0–1.0
r itude
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ange. The saturation component of each pixel is the magn
f the difference value, scaled to fit into the 0–1.0 range. A

he hue, intensity, and saturation components are calculat
ach pixel, they are converted to the RGB color space and s

n a 24-bit image.
The example colorized difference image is shown inFig. 3.

he resulting color image shows brighter pixels (larger in
ity) where either of the comparison images have larger v
nd darker pixels (smaller intensity) where both of the com
on images have smaller values, thereby retaining context f
ifferences that is lacking in the grayscale difference met
ixels that have approximately equal values in both compa

mages appear grayish (smaller saturation), whereas pixe
hich there is a large difference have bolder colors (larger

ation). This allows the user to see simultaneously peak he
nd peak differences. However, the problem of peaks with

acent positive and negative values still is evident.

.3. Fuzzy difference

In practice, differences between analyzed and referenc
ges may be caused by slight misregistration or slightly diffe
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Fig. 3. Colorized difference image.

peak shapes. It often is desirable to suppress these differences
so that differences in chemical concentrations are seen more
clearly. Differences due to misregistration and peak shape dif-
ferences can be reduced by a newfuzzy difference comparison.
Rather than comparing pixels one-by-one, the fuzzy difference
method compares each pixel value in one image with the values
in a small neighborhood of the other image. Note that different
peak shapes may be caused by real differences in the samples
or the chromatography (e.g., column degradation). Therefore,
it may be worthwhile to use methods, such as the difference
images, that show peak shape differences prior to using fuzzy
difference visualization.

To compute the fuzzy difference between the two images,
the user specifies the size of a small, rectangular window which
defines a neighborhood around each pixel. The difference value
at each pixel in the output image is computed using a three-
step process. The first two steps compute two intermediate dif-
ference images—one comparing pixels in the analyzed image
with neighborhoods in the reference image and one comparing
pixels in the reference image with neighborhoods in the ana-
lyzed image. First, for each pixel, the difference is computed
between that pixel value in the analyzed image and the mini-
mum and maximum values found in the neighborhood window
of the reference image. That is, for each pixel location [m, n],
analyzed pixel valuea[m, n], transformed and scaled reference
pixel values[m, n], and windowws{[m, n]}, the difference pixel
v

ixel
v l
v dif-
f ntly
s ghts
T than
o ood
d diat
d d ref
e

er-
e iffer
e mag
t ow i

Fig. 4. Grayscale fuzzy difference image.

Fig. 5. Colorized fuzzy difference image.

selected, its pixel value is negated in order to retain the same
positive/negative relationship as the traditional difference im-
age.

The fuzzy difference image can be converted to an 8-bit inte-
ger image for display, using the same method employed for the
traditional grayscale difference comparison method detailed in
Section3.1. An example fuzzy difference image is shown inFig.
4. In this image, it is clear that the internal standard, 2-hexanone,
peaks have equal intensity in both images after normalization—
in fact, the peak virtually disappears from the difference image.
However, the grayscale shows only the difference, so, for exam-
ple, the amounts of the internal standard, 2-hexanone, are not
apparent.

The fuzzy difference image also can be displayed with the col-
orized difference method described in Section3.2. The example
of the colorized fuzzy difference image is shown inFig. 5. The
colorized fuzzy difference image removes many spurious dif-
ferences by compensating for misaligned or differently shaped
peaks and provides additional context for the difference values.
For example, the peak for the internal standard, 2-hexanone, has
almost no red or green, indicating the difference is small, but the
whitish spot for the peak indicates its magnitude. The colorized
fuzzy difference algorithm effectively highlights the most inter-
esting differences, even where peaks are slightly misaligned or
differently shaped, and it also shows magnitudes.
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alueda[m, n] is:

smax[m, n] = max[m′,n′]∈ws{[m,n]}(s[m′, n′])
smin[m, n] = min[m′,n′]∈ws{[m,n]}(s[m′, n′])
if a[m, n] < smin[m, n], thenda[m, n] = a[m, n] − smin[m, n]
else if a[m, n] > smax[m, n], then da[m, n] = a[m, n] −

smax[m, n]
elseda[m, n] = 0

A non-zero difference is recorded only if the analyzed p
alue is either larger or smaller thanall of the reference pixe
alues in the surrounding window. This allows the fuzzy
erence algorithm to compensate for misaligned or differe
haped peaks while still showing differences in peak hei
he neighborhood window size should be set no larger
ne peak width in each dimension so that pixel neighborh
o not overlap multiple peaks. Second, the same interme
ifference algorithm is then repeated, with the analyzed an
rence images swapping roles.

In the third step, the pixel values in the final fuzzy diff
nce image are determined by whichever intermediate d
nce image has the largest magnitude. If the difference i

hat used the reference pixel as the center of each wind
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. Tools for comparative analysis

Once comparison images have been generated for any
mage-based methods, additional tools can enhance the
nderstanding of the data.

.1. Masking

The comparison process attempts to highlight interesting
erences and suppress other differences. Users may want to
block) certain areas of an image so that comparisons ar
layed only for a particular region(s) of the image. This is
ecially important if the scale of uninteresting difference
uch larger than differences of interest. Masking tools a
sers to delineate geometric regions or designate peak s
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to be excluded from comparison. Pixels in masked areas are set
to a null value appropriate for the currently selected compar-
ison method (e.g., gray for grayscale difference and black for
colorized difference).

4.2. Tabular data

Tabular comparisons can provide quantitative information
that cannot be communicated in image-based comparisons. A
comparative table provides important statistical data for each
pair of peaks that are uniquely identified in both the analyzed
and reference image, such as volume (i.e., total response), area
(i.e., number of pixels), peak retention times, and value at the
peak pixel. For each feature, the values for the analyzed and ref-
erence image are listed side-by-side in the table, along with the
differences (both absolute and percentage). To aid in analysis,
the table rows may be sorted on any feature for either image
or on any difference. The contents of the table may be saved
to a file formatted as ASCII comma-separated values (CSV) for
later importation into spreadsheet, database, or word-processing
applications.

Table 1shows the quantitative comparisons for the example
image. For this example, the observed relative differences (from
the peaks in the processed data) are nearly equal to the expected
relative differences (from the relative amounts of the chemicals
i mor
t pon
d cura
a

e ad
v If on
o thos
r awn

on the comparison image. This allows the user to easily locate
peaks of interest, for example, the peaks with the largest volume
difference or the peaks with the largest percent difference.Fig. 6
illustrates a tabular view with selected peaks and corresponding
image with graphical highlights.

4.3. Three-dimensional visualization

GC× GC image data can be visualized as an elevation map,
with peaks appearing as mountains. In this view, value is shown
as elevation, which which allows colorization to be used for other
aspects of the data. For the elevation map, the user may select
one of four different images: the original analyzed image, the
transformed and scaled reference image, the difference image, or
an image with each pixel set to the larger of either the analyzed
or the transformed and scaled reference image pixel. Masked
areas or peaks are set to zero elevation. The color overlay that
is draped over the surface of the elevation map can be set by the
grayscale difference, colorized difference, or other difference
(e.g., percentage difference, ratio, etc.). The ability to drape any
comparison image over different elevation maps provides great
versatility in analyzing the data. It also allows even the grayscale
difference comparisons (traditional or fuzzy) to be viewed in the
context of the original pixel data—something that is not possible
using only a two-dimensional image. The user can then view the
d te the
v

T
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s from
p
t ired

age
n the samples). In this example, the relative errors are no
han 0.20% of the total amount. As long as the peak corres
ences are correct, the quantitative comparisons are as ac
s the peak quantities.

Visual comparisons and tabular comparisons each hav
antages, so it is useful to navigate between the two views.
r more peaks in the table are selected (with the mouse),
ows are graphically highlighted in the image by outlines dr

Fig. 6. Tabular and im
e
-
te

-
e
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ata from various distances or viewing angles and can loca
iewer’s position anywhere in or around the data.

A sample three-dimensional visualization is shown inFig. 7.
he data is from samples collected by Reddy et al.[3] at vary-

ng depths of the intertidal marsh sediment affected by a
pill. (The data presented here to illustrate visualization is
reliminary runs. Subsequent runs, with improved GC× GC set-

ings, are in[3].) The data for the analyzed image was acqu

views with selected peak.
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Fig. 7. Three-dimensional rendering of a colorized fuzzy difference image draped over a maximum value elevation map.

at a depth of 0–4 cm and the data for the reference image was
acquired at a depth of 16–20 cm. The subimage shown inFig. 7
is rotated so that then-alkanes from C22 form a regular pattern
from right to left along the top of the image. The more polar com-
pounds appear in the bottom of the image. The reference image
was registered to the analyzed image using a peak set contain-
ing severaln-alkanes, the solvent peak, and a well-separated
peak among the polar compounds. The reference image was
normalized to the analyzed image using a peak set ofn-alkanes.
This yields an image with some peaks which have nearly equal
responses and some peaks which are more prominent in the ref-
erence image and some peaks which are more prominent in the
analyzed image.

5. Conclusion

This paper develops new methods for comparing data pro-
duced by GC× GC. Methods for registration and scaling remove
incidental variations in retention times and sample amounts
based on GC× GC peak metadata. A colorized difference
method simultaneously shows pixel differences and pixel val-
ues. A fuzzy difference method removes incidental variations
in peak shapes and peak alignments based on values in a local
neighborhood. Tools for masking, tabular metadata, and three-
dimensional visualization significantly improve interactive anal-
yses. Ongoing work is developing new methods for model-based
G

A

for
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